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Welcome to the second edition of our biannual art law newsletter.  

We advise a diverse range of clients on all aspects of art law across many 
jurisdictions. The Art market remains largely unregulated but regulations 
do impact many areas of the art world where individuals and business 
operate and invest, and have responsibility for collections. We are pleased 
to share with you our legal perspectives and insights, highlighting the 
opportunities and pitfalls for those operating in this area, including art 
collectors, investors, and advisers whose clients hold art assets, 
intermediaries supporting clients with art assets and those more generally 
with an interest in the sector. 

In this edition we look at some topical issues, including the creative use of 
inspiring venues to raise funds; a "pink panther" fallout; taking risks with 
art and the Wedgwood Pension Scheme and the case of the disappearing 
museum. We also welcome an article on leveraging art from Freya 
Stewart, CEO of Art Lending, and review our first year of sponsorship with 
Somerset House. 

We would be pleased to hear from you with any feedback on our 
newsletter, any aspect of the law that you are particularly interested in, or 
if you would like to contribute a guest article. 

Suzanne Marriott 
Partner, EditorPartner, Editor  
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Creative use of your 
inspiring venues to 
raise funds 
    

A gallery is a wonderful way to enable 
the public to connect to a bygone era, 
provoke discussion, educate, inspire and 
to celebrate artistic endeavour and 
creation. But once regular visiting hours 
are over, are you making the most of 
your carefully curated venue?  

It isnIt isn’’t all that long ago that a trip to a t all that long ago that a trip to a 
museum or gallery meant simply gazing at museum or gallery meant simply gazing at 
the exhibits and perhaps grabbing a coffee the exhibits and perhaps grabbing a coffee 
and slice of cake in the café before the and slice of cake in the café before the 
doors shut at 6pm. Now, after hours, many doors shut at 6pm. Now, after hours, many 
arts venues, and in particular those arts venues, and in particular those 
structured as charities and other notstructured as charities and other not--forfor--
profit institutions, are hosting a themed profit institutions, are hosting a themed 
sleepover, crafting lessons or cocktail sleepover, crafting lessons or cocktail 
making classes. making classes.   

Fundraising can be a difficult business, Fundraising can be a difficult business, 
especially for charitable arts venues and especially for charitable arts venues and 
the advice that many are being given is the advice that many are being given is 
that itthat it’’s time to get creative! External s time to get creative! External 
funding bodies need to consider their own funding bodies need to consider their own 
lasting legacy and impact, and as such lasting legacy and impact, and as such 
often look for evidence that an applicant is often look for evidence that an applicant is 
viable without their funding as they are viable without their funding as they are 
usually keen to ensure grant recipients are usually keen to ensure grant recipients are 
well run, sustainable businesses. This well run, sustainable businesses. This 
means that any evidence of the means that any evidence of the 
generation of funds by the applicant in an generation of funds by the applicant in an 
intelligent, innovative and organised way is intelligent, innovative and organised way is 
likely to impress funders looking to likely to impress funders looking to 
maximise their own funding / investment.    maximise their own funding / investment.    

Arts venues have for some time looked to Arts venues have for some time looked to 
maximise the use of the spaces they own maximise the use of the spaces they own 
and have benefited from the generation of and have benefited from the generation of 
new income streams in the process, but new income streams in the process, but 
such activity historically simply involves the such activity historically simply involves the 
wellwell--trodden path of letting businesses trodden path of letting businesses 
hire spare venue space to use for the usual hire spare venue space to use for the usual 
corporate drinks events and meetings. corporate drinks events and meetings. 
However, increasingly venues are being However, increasingly venues are being 
used for more unusual activities used for more unusual activities ––  
taxidermy taxidermy lessons, knitting circles,lessons, knitting circles,    

pop up theatre and even hostels. pop up theatre and even hostels.     

These may be run by the venue owner These may be run by the venue owner 
themselves, but more frequently, themselves, but more frequently, 
unconnected businesses are seeking an unconnected businesses are seeking an 
unusual venue to host their paidunusual venue to host their paid--for for 
events.events.  

This creates some great opportunities, This creates some great opportunities, 
but itbut it’’s important to get advice about s important to get advice about 
some of the finer details. Will you need to some of the finer details. Will you need to 
provide staff and/or other resources to provide staff and/or other resources to 
assist in running the event and consider assist in running the event and consider 
the need for extra security and protection the need for extra security and protection 
of valuable exhibits? of valuable exhibits?   

If you have an onsite café, are you tied in to If you have an onsite café, are you tied in to 
using them for your event caterers? Can a using them for your event caterers? Can a 
third party event business make use of the third party event business make use of the 
kitchen facilities and on what terms will you kitchen facilities and on what terms will you 
allow them access to the premises? And if allow them access to the premises? And if 
the venue is owned by a charity will this be the venue is owned by a charity will this be 
considered to be a disposal of charity considered to be a disposal of charity 
property for the purposes of the Charities property for the purposes of the Charities 
Act 2011?Act 2011?  

Careful consideration will also need to be Careful consideration will also need to be 
given to the need to preserve the building/ given to the need to preserve the building/ 
venue for use for its primary purpose, venue for use for its primary purpose, 
whether this is a legal requirement in the whether this is a legal requirement in the 
case of a charitable organisation needing case of a charitable organisation needing 
to ensure that it provides public access/ to ensure that it provides public access/ 
education, or a private gallery needing to education, or a private gallery needing to 
ensure that the extraensure that the extra--curricular activities curricular activities 
do not impact on the day to day running of do not impact on the day to day running of 
the business. Use Agreements are usually the business. Use Agreements are usually 
required in order to clearly set out when required in order to clearly set out when 
each party may use the venue space, each party may use the venue space,   

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  
including the kitchen facilities, and to including the kitchen facilities, and to 
clearly set out the procedure required to clearly set out the procedure required to 
manage bookings. manage bookings.   

Do you need an entertainment licence Do you need an entertainment licence 
from the local authorities? For those from the local authorities? For those 
galleries with modern works of art, galleries with modern works of art, 
consider whether the current filming and consider whether the current filming and 
photography notices are sufficient and photography notices are sufficient and 
cover the type of use that may be made of cover the type of use that may be made of 
the venue.the venue.  

However, perhaps most importantly the However, perhaps most importantly the 
legal structure of these arrangements legal structure of these arrangements 
needs some initial consideration in order to needs some initial consideration in order to 
save tax and VAT. In the case of a charity, save tax and VAT. In the case of a charity, 
this activity is likely to be trading activity, this activity is likely to be trading activity, 
requiring the need for a separate trading requiring the need for a separate trading 
subsidiary in order to safeguard the charity subsidiary in order to safeguard the charity 
from risk, and to maximise the income from risk, and to maximise the income 
generated from the activity by structuring generated from the activity by structuring 
the arrangements in such a way so that the arrangements in such a way so that 
the gross profits of the event can be the gross profits of the event can be 
passed to the charity gross of tax. With passed to the charity gross of tax. With 
considered advice, you should feel considered advice, you should feel 
comfortable in stepping away from comfortable in stepping away from 
allowing simple business drinks events and allowing simple business drinks events and 
embrace the different, innovative and embrace the different, innovative and 
sometimes downright quirky uses that sometimes downright quirky uses that 
others may wish to make of your unique others may wish to make of your unique 
and inspiring spaces.and inspiring spaces.  

This article was written by Sarah Rowley This article was written by Sarah Rowley 
and Natalie Elsborg. For more information and Natalie Elsborg. For more information 
please get in touch via please get in touch via 
sarah.rowley@crsblaw.comsarah.rowley@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20  or +44 (0)20 
7203 5370, or alternatively via 7203 5370, or alternatively via 
natalie.elsborg@crsblaw.com or natalie.elsborg@crsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 +44 (0)20 
7203 5170.7203 5170.  
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A “Pink Panther” fallout – 
the Sammons ‘debacle’ 

For the last three years, allegations 
made against former British art dealer 
Timothy Sammons have made the news 
across the globe, and not just in the art 
world. The stories emerging from the 
allegations made against him have 
captured the attention of many and, for 
those directly affected, have had wide 
ranging implications, resulting in 
numerous pieces of litigation being 
heard both in the Courts of London and 
New York.   

Mr Sammons, formerly an extremely highly Mr Sammons, formerly an extremely highly 
regarded figure in the art world, has been regarded figure in the art world, has been 
accused of improperly dealing with accused of improperly dealing with 
artworks entrusted to him by his clients as artworks entrusted to him by his clients as 
their dealer. He is accused of selling their dealer. He is accused of selling 
artwork, to which he had no title, without artwork, to which he had no title, without 
the ownerthe owner’’s consent and without s consent and without 
accounting for the profits. He is also accounting for the profits. He is also 
accused of using artwork as collateral for accused of using artwork as collateral for 
loans for which the artworkloans for which the artwork’’s owners claim s owners claim 
they received no benefit and knew nothing they received no benefit and knew nothing 
about. Artwork involved includes about. Artwork involved includes 
masterpieces by artists including Van masterpieces by artists including Van 
Gogh, Picasso, Chagall and Magritte. Gogh, Picasso, Chagall and Magritte. 
Following filings by the New York County Following filings by the New York County 
District AttorneyDistrict Attorney’’s Office, Mr Sammons s Office, Mr Sammons 
faced extradition to the US. Mr Sammons faced extradition to the US. Mr Sammons 
has now been charged in New York with has now been charged in New York with 
multiple counts of grand larceny and one multiple counts of grand larceny and one 
count of scheming to defraud. count of scheming to defraud.   

For those that have been directly affected, For those that have been directly affected, 
the question of how to respond to such a the question of how to respond to such a 
situation, especially initially as rumors situation, especially initially as rumors 
circulate, is of paramount importance.circulate, is of paramount importance.  

With talk of Mr Sammons and his With talk of Mr Sammons and his 
companies facing insolvency from when companies facing insolvency from when 
the story first began to appear, there were the story first began to appear, there were 
of course concerns about very limited of course concerns about very limited 
assets from which losses could be assets from which losses could be 
recovered, as well as the potential recovered, as well as the potential 
treasured pieces of art being lost.treasured pieces of art being lost.  

For clients that have been greatly affected For clients that have been greatly affected 
by the fallout, our specialist art litigation by the fallout, our specialist art litigation 
team worked alongside experts in the art team worked alongside experts in the art 
world to achieve relief and clarity.world to achieve relief and clarity.  

Obtaining relief in such a scenario, where Obtaining relief in such a scenario, where 
the speed of acting and the extent of the the speed of acting and the extent of the 
sophistication of strategies will determine sophistication of strategies will determine 
the likely outcome of a situation, requires the likely outcome of a situation, requires 
urgent and specialist legal advice. Complex urgent and specialist legal advice. Complex 
areas of law arise, such as questions of areas of law arise, such as questions of 
which jurisdictions claims should be which jurisdictions claims should be 
brought in, or relief sought when artwork brought in, or relief sought when artwork 
has moved locations and also when has moved locations and also when 
previously unknown third parties in previously unknown third parties in 
different jurisdictions claim various rights different jurisdictions claim various rights 
over assets. A deep understanding of over assets. A deep understanding of 
industry sensitivities is required, and also industry sensitivities is required, and also 
crucial to success are the close crucial to success are the close 
relationships with international experts relationships with international experts 
and the delicate collaboration with third and the delicate collaboration with third 
parties.parties.  

With potential fraudsters becoming With potential fraudsters becoming 
increasingly international in approach and increasingly international in approach and 
reach, coupled with the lack of regulation in reach, coupled with the lack of regulation in 
the art world seeking expert legal advice at the art world seeking expert legal advice at 
the very outset of an issue arising is key. the very outset of an issue arising is key. 
Charles Russell SpeechlysCharles Russell Speechlys’ ’ Art group is well Art group is well 
equipped to assist clients with achieving equipped to assist clients with achieving 
the best resolution possible.the best resolution possible.  

This article was written by Lucy Wicksteed. This article was written by Lucy Wicksteed. 
For more information please get in touch For more information please get in touch 
via via lucy.wicksteed@crsblaw.comlucy.wicksteed@crsblaw.com or +44 (0) or +44 (0)
20 7203 8851.20 7203 8851.  
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Taking risk with art 

Whilst suspicion and intrigue surrounds  
the Art world, with colourful characters, 
disputed claims by heirs and successors, 
and well researched media stories, the 
issues around ownership and contracts, 
financial loss and reputation damage, 
and fraud, are not unique to Art.   

Likewise, the impact of technology, global Likewise, the impact of technology, global 
politics, and changing lifestyles, on Art are politics, and changing lifestyles, on Art are 
not unique to Art. But, for an owner, buyer, not unique to Art. But, for an owner, buyer, 
or investor in Art, or for a creative or or investor in Art, or for a creative or 
individual whose livelihood or role is in the individual whose livelihood or role is in the 
Art world, the risks differ Art world, the risks differ ––  they are very they are very 
much greater. This is a complex much greater. This is a complex 
unregulated opaque market where unregulated opaque market where 
powerful companies, dominant powerful companies, dominant 
personalities and unknown players hold personalities and unknown players hold 
the cards, and the people you deal with the cards, and the people you deal with 
and who influence your decisions, may well and who influence your decisions, may well 
have interests which conflict with yours. have interests which conflict with yours. 
And, without knowledge and advice from And, without knowledge and advice from 
people on your side only, the likelihood is people on your side only, the likelihood is 
that the risks are stacked high for youthat the risks are stacked high for you……  

Clients talk to us about their Art. Many buy Clients talk to us about their Art. Many buy 
Art and are happy with what they have, and Art and are happy with what they have, and 
what they want from it, and donwhat they want from it, and don’’t see Art t see Art 
as a risk at all, but even in these cases it is as a risk at all, but even in these cases it is 
rare for clients to be happy if what they rare for clients to be happy if what they 
have is not what it was thought to be. The have is not what it was thought to be. The 
conversation then quickly turns to what conversation then quickly turns to what 
was said, what was agreed, what was was said, what was agreed, what was 
mistaken, and then "what can be done". mistaken, and then "what can be done". 
Others feel they have been successful Others feel they have been successful 
beyond all expectations when a plausible beyond all expectations when a plausible 
expert comes along with a compelling expert comes along with a compelling 
story of high valuations, and eagerly part story of high valuations, and eagerly part 
with a long held piece with a long held piece ––  and then have and then have 
been stunned when the money does not been stunned when the money does not 
come through, despite the eminent come through, despite the eminent 
corporate name on the sales catalogue. corporate name on the sales catalogue.   

    

And, the conversation turns to "what can And, the conversation turns to "what can 
be done" and "how quickly",  given be done" and "how quickly",  given 
the the mystery around the buyer, the chain of mystery around the buyer, the chain of 
people involved, with different types of people involved, with different types of 
agreements, and, then typically, "we don't agreements, and, then typically, "we don't 
want anyone to know". As usual privacy want anyone to know". As usual privacy 
matters. We handle that too.matters. We handle that too.  

For some, Art is a strategic cost to 
secure a specific aim... 

Our clients have held Art for generations. Our clients have held Art for generations. 
Sometimes families see Art and gold as Sometimes families see Art and gold as 
flight assets if their lives are disrupted, as flight assets if their lives are disrupted, as 
they have been before, and build up their they have been before, and build up their 
collection, holding Art as an asset which is collection, holding Art as an asset which is 
subject to the same scrutiny and risk subject to the same scrutiny and risk 
process as any other investment, and with process as any other investment, and with 
more rigour, given their understanding of more rigour, given their understanding of 
what can go wrong. what can go wrong.   

They challenge our legal expertise, and They challenge our legal expertise, and 
international experience, and enquire fully international experience, and enquire fully 
to test our knowledge and connections, to test our knowledge and connections, 
until they feel reassured that what they until they feel reassured that what they 
have is safely held, with absolute privacy, have is safely held, with absolute privacy, 
and the pieces can move freely around the and the pieces can move freely around the 
world. world.   

Some families though want to tell the Some families though want to tell the 
world about the Art they collect, and send world about the Art they collect, and send 
a message about who they are and what a message about who they are and what 
they stand for, and are careful what they they stand for, and are careful what they 
collect is in line with new thinking and global collect is in line with new thinking and global 
sentiment. sentiment.   

They come to us to ensure they meet They come to us to ensure they meet 
regulations and conditions regulations and conditions 
around around acquiring and acquiring and moving certain moving certain 
pieces from countries where the piece or pieces from countries where the piece or 
artist may be protected, and to access our artist may be protected, and to access our 
expertise around media messaging, data expertise around media messaging, data 
protection and image rights.protection and image rights.  

With clients across the world with modern With clients across the world with modern 
international lifestyles we often see the international lifestyles we often see the 
sensitive relationship situations that sensitive relationship situations that 
threaten family wealth and it is threaten family wealth and it is generally generally 
accepted that nothing dilutes accepted that nothing dilutes family family 
wealth more thanwealth more than  

When the wealth of a European When the wealth of a European 
family was suddenly threatened by family was suddenly threatened by 
an ugly supply chain employment an ugly supply chain employment 
issue which turned their quick to issue which turned their quick to 
market family fashion business into a market family fashion business into a 
tarnished brand tarnished brand overnight, the overnight, the 
business on which they depended, business on which they depended, 
with enviable growth and respected with enviable growth and respected 
ownership was suddenly worth very ownership was suddenly worth very 
little, and the family reputation little, and the family reputation 
shredded.shredded.  

The family grouped all their advisers The family grouped all their advisers 
and took action. They quickly and took action. They quickly 
influenced the employment influenced the employment 
practices, hired new practices, hired new designers and designers and 
resolved to build an Art collection to resolved to build an Art collection to 
reflect the craft work the business reflect the craft work the business 
was once known for. As I was drawn was once known for. As I was drawn 
into the discussions, it was into the discussions, it was clear that clear that 
very much more would be necessary very much more would be necessary 
to restore the business, but the Art to restore the business, but the Art 
would be part of it. The Art collection would be part of it. The Art collection 
is now a growing part of the value of is now a growing part of the value of 
the "living heritagethe "living heritage” ” business,  and business,  and 
includes commissions to young includes commissions to young 
artists  where the supply issues artists  where the supply issues 
arose, and Ancient Art from that arose, and Ancient Art from that 
country.country.  

family acrimony. When the Matriarch of a family acrimony. When the Matriarch of a 
widely dispersed business family shared widely dispersed business family shared 
her concerns on the different lifestyles of her concerns on the different lifestyles of 
her grandchildren and her wish for them to her grandchildren and her wish for them to 
share experiences to encourage friendship share experiences to encourage friendship 
and future harmony, she revealed her and future harmony, she revealed her 
plan: plan: Art was the way to do it. Art was the way to do it.   

She wanted to reShe wanted to re--arrange her arrange her 
investments to provide a capital sum for investments to provide a capital sum for 
family travel to see great Art, to build up family travel to see great Art, to build up 
interest together and move on to collect interest together and move on to collect 
Art as a growing family. The noisy family Art as a growing family. The noisy family 
group at the auction, or crowding out the group at the auction, or crowding out the 
gallery, may not be this one, but they gallery, may not be this one, but they 
might have a similar aim. She was rigorous might have a similar aim. She was rigorous 
in wanting to know all the right bits of paper in wanting to know all the right bits of paper 
were in place, before the monies were were in place, before the monies were 
released for each purchase.released for each purchase.  
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Hearing what has gone wrong 
before... 

Knowing of my interest in Art, clients have Knowing of my interest in Art, clients have 
shared with me their collections, and shared with me their collections, and 
discoveries, and we have discussed longer discoveries, and we have discussed longer 
term ambitions where the collection term ambitions where the collection 
should be housed or gifted, and getting should be housed or gifted, and getting 
the right consents. How to hire the the right consents. How to hire the 
curators and how to manage the obstacles curators and how to manage the obstacles 
that might  impede this. Visa issues and that might  impede this. Visa issues and 
personal relationship matters, are all part of personal relationship matters, are all part of 
our discussion. Clients would also ask to be our discussion. Clients would also ask to be 
connected to the people who could find connected to the people who could find 
certain pieces, sometimes because things certain pieces, sometimes because things 
had gone wrong before. The conversation had gone wrong before. The conversation 
usually began with usually began with ““I did all the right thingsI did all the right things” ” 
and and ““I thought you can never go wrong if I thought you can never go wrong if 
you buyyou buy” ” or or ““I thought there will always be I thought there will always be 
an interestan interest””..  

  
    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

  
  
  
Always buy the best... 

One client bought an Old Master, a true One client bought an Old Master, a true 
museum piece, with a view to selling when museum piece, with a view to selling when 
he moved back to South America. He he moved back to South America. He 
believed believed ““you could never go wrong if you you could never go wrong if you 
bought the bestbought the best” ” and took independent and took independent 
counsel on authentication and counsel on authentication and 
provenance, and reviewed all the market  provenance, and reviewed all the market  
implications. As I connected him to the implications. As I connected him to the 
relevant people to do this, I had been relevant people to do this, I had been 
thinking all clients should be as rigorous in thinking all clients should be as rigorous in 
doing doing ““all the right thingsall the right things””. . When a personal When a personal 
relationship suddenly soured and relationship suddenly soured and 
instigated the wish to suddenly sell, the instigated the wish to suddenly sell, the 
museums were facing funding issues, and museums were facing funding issues, and 
the known likely private buyer unthe known likely private buyer un--
graciously said he already had one, and his graciously said he already had one, and his 
was better, whilst the specialist dealer was better, whilst the specialist dealer 
needed a two to three year sales period. I needed a two to three year sales period. I 
knew that borrowing against one picture knew that borrowing against one picture 
was tricky and especially this one, a was tricky and especially this one, a 
collection of fashionable names is much collection of fashionable names is much 
more possible, whilst the fees and more possible, whilst the fees and 
guarantee charges from private funders guarantee charges from private funders 
were likely to wipe out the feasibility were likely to wipe out the feasibility 
completely. He was left with little choice completely. He was left with little choice 
and had to take losses from his and had to take losses from his 
investments. The picture remains unsold investments. The picture remains unsold 
and hangs unloved in his study.and hangs unloved in his study.  

There will always be an interest... 

It may seem like this at the time, but It may seem like this at the time, but 
fashions change and clientsfashions change and clients’ ’ interests interests 
move on, often in line with everyone elsemove on, often in line with everyone else’’s, s, 
and suddenly the picture has no value at all. and suddenly the picture has no value at all. 
Some clients realise this might happen, Some clients realise this might happen, 
and  buy the more decorative scenes, or and  buy the more decorative scenes, or 
the more colourful pieces, so theirs would the more colourful pieces, so theirs would 
be more likely to sell if interest began to be more likely to sell if interest began to 
wane, feeling it's worthwhile to take the wane, feeling it's worthwhile to take the 
risk in paying more for an easier sale in the risk in paying more for an easier sale in the 
future. As an international legal firm, with future. As an international legal firm, with 
many clients who have settled outside many clients who have settled outside 
their home country coming to us to their home country coming to us to 
discuss their situation and the impact on discuss their situation and the impact on 
their assets, I have been curious about the their assets, I have been curious about the 
Art Art ––  and found it often connects to their and found it often connects to their 
heritage and sometimes there is an heritage and sometimes there is an 
expectation there will always be an interest expectation there will always be an interest 
in this Art within their own communities in this Art within their own communities 
where heritage, rather than fashion, where heritage, rather than fashion, 
matters, and certain artists will always matters, and certain artists will always 
command interestcommand interest… … unless of course it unless of course it 
later transpires the artist was a collaborator later transpires the artist was a collaborator 
with the regime they fled from, and then with the regime they fled from, and then 
the search starts for the expert who can the search starts for the expert who can 
validate this or not. validate this or not.   

Others have felt there would always be an Others have felt there would always be an 
interest amongst specific groups, like interest amongst specific groups, like 
sportspeople. One client,  a major dealer in sportspeople. One client,  a major dealer in 
sporting memorabilia, bought a golfing sporting memorabilia, bought a golfing 
picture for an international player who picture for an international player who 
several years later was alerted to the several years later was alerted to the 
likelihood that the golfers had been likelihood that the golfers had been 
recently painted in. The clothes, the clubs, recently painted in. The clothes, the clubs, 
the frame, the markings, and the overall the frame, the markings, and the overall 
scene made sense, just not the scene made sense, just not the 
paints. paints. The client took the picture back, to The client took the picture back, to 
protect his business reputation, and after protect his business reputation, and after 
a hard fight,  a significant settlement from a hard fight,  a significant settlement from 
the original auction house was secured, as the original auction house was secured, as 
the business had still suffered materially. the business had still suffered materially.   

The picture now hangs in his office The picture now hangs in his office 
reminding his clients of his responsible reminding his clients of his responsible 
business practices, and the risks of dealing business practices, and the risks of dealing 
through unscrupulous dealers.  through unscrupulous dealers.    
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I have been so fortunate to 
develop my own passion for Art 
during my career, watching clients 
build valuable collections, and 
sharing the thrill when they find 
what they search for. I enjoy 
learning alongside them, sharing 
what we know, and being part of 
the celebration when the Art 
comes home, sometimes with the 
paper trail which carries a 
scholar’s reverence, and feeling 
that the other things that 
mattered were also covered. 
There would be no surprises in the 
future." 

Heather MaizelsHeather Maizels  

Follow the money and interest will 
come... 

Advising entrepreneurs and sharing what I Advising entrepreneurs and sharing what I 
see coming next and where there might see coming next and where there might 
be opportunities, I see clients investing in be opportunities, I see clients investing in 
businesses with growth potential on the businesses with growth potential on the 
back of new wealth from new fast growth back of new wealth from new fast growth 
economies. One client, also saw potential economies. One client, also saw potential 
in that national Art,  and feeling that there in that national Art,  and feeling that there 
would also be a growing demand in line with would also be a growing demand in line with 
the expected new wealth, came to discuss the expected new wealth, came to discuss 
how best to hold that Art, if he wanted to how best to hold that Art, if he wanted to 
sell, or if he wanted to move it around the sell, or if he wanted to move it around the 
world to different homes. He could live world to different homes. He could live 
with one or two pieces, but not all of them, with one or two pieces, but not all of them, 
all the time, and sought safe storage. As all the time, and sought safe storage. As 
we reviewed the agreements, spotting we reviewed the agreements, spotting 
the traps and the risks our client was the traps and the risks our client was 
expected to take, an expected to take, an ““international eventinternational event” ” 
happened. Suddenly the wealth of that happened. Suddenly the wealth of that 
community dwindled and for this Art, there community dwindled and for this Art, there 
was suddenly no interest at all.was suddenly no interest at all.  

Fortunately he was at the early stages of Fortunately he was at the early stages of 
investing in the national Art, and the investing in the national Art, and the 
business dependant on the new national business dependant on the new national 
wealth.wealth.  

The growing opportunities... 

As Art becomes part of a business or As Art becomes part of a business or 
cultural strategy with a living heritage cultural strategy with a living heritage 
brand, or a lifestyle business, or the centre brand, or a lifestyle business, or the centre 
of the business strategy to turn a desolate of the business strategy to turn a desolate 
land site into a valuable shared place, we land site into a valuable shared place, we 
face new and different legal challenges in face new and different legal challenges in 
getting things done in the way each client getting things done in the way each client 
wants and which takes a long term view. wants and which takes a long term view. 
Artist and image rights, governance and Artist and image rights, governance and 
regulatory compliance, and data regulatory compliance, and data 
protection are just some of the matters protection are just some of the matters 
surrounding digital art, video art, mixed surrounding digital art, video art, mixed 
media installations, Art processes, and media installations, Art processes, and 
immersive Art experiences. Some of these immersive Art experiences. Some of these 
might be short term opportunities, but might be short term opportunities, but 
the risks may not be. the risks may not be.   

Whether you are a private individual, a Whether you are a private individual, a 
family, have a business or commercial family, have a business or commercial 
interest, or have a role or livelihood that interest, or have a role or livelihood that 
depends on Art, whatever its type, or age, depends on Art, whatever its type, or age, 
or purpose, our interests, international or purpose, our interests, international 
connections and experiences bring us connections and experiences bring us 
together, so we learn your situation together, so we learn your situation 
better, spot the risks earlier, and move better, spot the risks earlier, and move 
your ambitions forward. This is what we do, your ambitions forward. This is what we do, 
and have done for clients for over a and have done for clients for over a 
hundred years.hundred years.  

And, Art has always been there.And, Art has always been there.  

This article was written by Heather Maizels. This article was written by Heather Maizels. 
If you would like to know more please get in If you would like to know more please get in 
touch via touch via heather.maizels@heather.maizels@  
crsblaw.comcrsblaw.com or +44 (0)20 7438 2139. or +44 (0)20 7438 2139.  
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Leveraging Art - 
Predatory or Purposeful? 

The global value of art-secured loans 
grew 13% on the previous year in 2017 
according to Deloitte's 2017 Art & 
Finance Report, rising to between $17 - 
20billion.  

This growth in the artThis growth in the art--secured lending secured lending 
market has been driven by both an market has been driven by both an 
increase in demand from owners of art and increase in demand from owners of art and 
an increase in supply of the product, an increase in supply of the product, 
particularly from the wealth divisions of particularly from the wealth divisions of 
investment banks and specialised art investment banks and specialised art 
secured lenders, such as The Fine Art secured lenders, such as The Fine Art 
Group.Group.  

There are many and varied reasons why There are many and varied reasons why 
collectors and owners of art are collectors and owners of art are 
increasingly using their art as collateral to increasingly using their art as collateral to 
raise finance, and precisely why people raise finance, and precisely why people 
borrow against their art at a particular time borrow against their art at a particular time 
varies widely depending on the individual varies widely depending on the individual 
circumstances of each borrower, however, circumstances of each borrower, however, 
borrowing rationales can broadly be borrowing rationales can broadly be 
categorised into two groups: borrowers categorised into two groups: borrowers 
who have an immediate liquidity squeeze, who have an immediate liquidity squeeze, 
and borrowers who are strategically and borrowers who are strategically 
releasing capital from their art for some releasing capital from their art for some 
other investment purpose.other investment purpose.  

The auction business famously revolves The auction business famously revolves 
around the so called around the so called ““3 Ds3 Ds” ” ––  death, divorce death, divorce 
and debt. These circumstances also and debt. These circumstances also 
present significant motivations for present significant motivations for 
borrowers raising finance against their art. borrowers raising finance against their art. 
A specialised artA specialised art--lender that solely looks to lender that solely looks to 
a borrowera borrower’’s art as their loan collateral (and s art as their loan collateral (and 
not the general credit position of the not the general credit position of the 
borrower) can provide borrowers in such borrower) can provide borrowers in such 
circumstances with a fast and easy circumstances with a fast and easy 
solution to their liquidity needs. For solution to their liquidity needs. For 
example, providing fast capital to settle example, providing fast capital to settle 
inheritance tax bills or divorce settlements, inheritance tax bills or divorce settlements, 
or paying medical bills. In each case or paying medical bills. In each case 
borrowers need not necessarily have to borrowers need not necessarily have to 
sell the art, but would be given more time sell the art, but would be given more time 
to properly consider and arrange for the to properly consider and arrange for the 
most effective sale strategy for such art most effective sale strategy for such art 
work.work.  

In such cases, short term loans against art In such cases, short term loans against art 
can provide bridge financing until a suitable can provide bridge financing until a suitable 
sale opportunity arises (be it private sale or sale opportunity arises (be it private sale or 
auction). For example, there may only be auction). For example, there may only be 
two or three suitable auction sales a year two or three suitable auction sales a year 
for a high value Picasso, and private sales for a high value Picasso, and private sales 
can also take a number of months to can also take a number of months to 
conclude. High value art is by its unique conclude. High value art is by its unique 
nature relatively illiquid, and borrowing nature relatively illiquid, and borrowing 
against it rather than fire selling it at the against it rather than fire selling it at the 
point of a personal liquidity squeeze is point of a personal liquidity squeeze is 
often the better solution.often the better solution.  

During at least the last decade, the During at least the last decade, the 
investment rationale for buying art has investment rationale for buying art has 
become an increasingly important become an increasingly important 
purchase motivation. As a real asset, art is purchase motivation. As a real asset, art is 
increasingly used as a value store for increasingly used as a value store for 
wealth preservation, whilst offering long wealth preservation, whilst offering long 
term protection against inflation.term protection against inflation.  

Owners of art who are increasingly Owners of art who are increasingly 
sophisticated and investment focused sophisticated and investment focused 
are, arguably, more naturally inclined to are, arguably, more naturally inclined to 
leverage their art, as they do with many of leverage their art, as they do with many of 
their other assets (property, investment their other assets (property, investment 
portfolios etc). With a more sophisticated portfolios etc). With a more sophisticated 
financial approach to buying and owning financial approach to buying and owning 
art, these types of collectors borrow art, these types of collectors borrow 
against their art to invest in other against their art to invest in other 
investment opportunities, which can investment opportunities, which can 
include buying more art, investing in real include buying more art, investing in real 
estate, seeding investment funds, or, if estate, seeding investment funds, or, if 
they are entrepreneurs, investing in and they are entrepreneurs, investing in and 
providing capital for their business providing capital for their business 
ventures. The art trade (dealers, galleries ventures. The art trade (dealers, galleries 
and even auction houses) increasingly and even auction houses) increasingly 
consider releasing valuable working capital consider releasing valuable working capital 
from their stock by way of art secured from their stock by way of art secured 
loans.loans.  

Observers and potential investors in the Observers and potential investors in the 
artart--secured lending space are often secured lending space are often 
surprised to learn that important and very surprised to learn that important and very 
high net worth collectors use their art as high net worth collectors use their art as 
collateral for loans. Why, some observers collateral for loans. Why, some observers 
ask, would such high net worth collectors ask, would such high net worth collectors 
need to do this? In addition to the general need to do this? In addition to the general 
strategic leverage and release of strategic leverage and release of 
investable capital motivations referred to investable capital motivations referred to 
above, UHNWIs often wish to segregate above, UHNWIs often wish to segregate 
their their asset pools and use theirasset pools and use their    

existing art collection to buy more art, existing art collection to buy more art, 
rather than dip into their more traditional rather than dip into their more traditional 
investment portfolios to satisfy their art investment portfolios to satisfy their art 
buying.buying.  

Looking forward, the existing trend for Looking forward, the existing trend for 
collectors, dealers and owners of art collectors, dealers and owners of art 
globally to increasingly use their art as loan globally to increasingly use their art as loan 
collateral will undoubtedly continue, given collateral will undoubtedly continue, given 
the increasing sophistication of collectors, the increasing sophistication of collectors, 
the increasing awareness of the product the increasing awareness of the product 
and its uses and, perhaps, the generational and its uses and, perhaps, the generational 
shift in attitudes towards leverage, which is shift in attitudes towards leverage, which is 
arguably more commonly accepted as a arguably more commonly accepted as a 
smart and logical financial instrument, even smart and logical financial instrument, even 
in the context of art. It is certainly an in the context of art. It is certainly an 
exciting time to be a specialised artexciting time to be a specialised art--
secured lender operating at the top end of secured lender operating at the top end of 
the market.the market.  

This article was written by Freya Stewart, This article was written by Freya Stewart, 
CEO Art Lending and Group General CEO Art Lending and Group General 
Counsel at The Fine Art Group. For more Counsel at The Fine Art Group. For more 
information please contact the editor.information please contact the editor.  
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The Wedgwood pension 
scheme and the case of 
the disappearing museum 

For anyone thinking of donating antiques 
or other valuable gifts to be part of a 
museum collection there is a moral to 
follow: beware how you give and to who 
you give it to!  This was never better 
demonstrated than in the example of the 
Wedgwood collection and the case of the 
disappearing museum.  

The ramifications of the WedgwoodThe ramifications of the Wedgwood’’s s 
pension scheme continues to trouble the pension scheme continues to trouble the 
Courts. In January 2018 the Courts issued Courts. In January 2018 the Courts issued 
their latest decision in the rumbling death their latest decision in the rumbling death 
rattles that saw the insolvency of the rattles that saw the insolvency of the 
Wedgwood Pottery trading companies Wedgwood Pottery trading companies 
(part of the Waterford Wedgwood Group) (part of the Waterford Wedgwood Group) 
and, key for these purposes, the and, key for these purposes, the 
insolvency of the Wedgwood Museum, insolvency of the Wedgwood Museum, 
which was a charitable company.which was a charitable company.  

It is worth a brief trip down memory lane. It is worth a brief trip down memory lane. 
The Wedgwood Pottery trading The Wedgwood Pottery trading 
companies became insolvent and went companies became insolvent and went 
into administration in 2009. Many of these into administration in 2009. Many of these 
trading companies had, unfortunately for trading companies had, unfortunately for 
them, also been participating employers in them, also been participating employers in 
the Wedgwood Pension Scheme (the the Wedgwood Pension Scheme (the 
““SchemeScheme””). ). The Scheme provided The Scheme provided 
pensions benefits based on a calculation pensions benefits based on a calculation 
that used members' final salaries and years that used members' final salaries and years 
of pensionable service. This meant that of pensionable service. This meant that 
the financial obligations of the participating the financial obligations of the participating 
employers covered both ongoing employers covered both ongoing 
contributions and, if the Scheme contributions and, if the Scheme 
commenced windingcommenced winding--up, the obligation to up, the obligation to 
meet the shortfall between the then meet the shortfall between the then 
assets and the costs of securing those assets and the costs of securing those 
pensions with insurance policies.pensions with insurance policies.  

At the point the trading companies At the point the trading companies 
become insolvent, the Wedgwood become insolvent, the Wedgwood 
Museum (which was also a participating Museum (which was also a participating 
employer in the Scheme) was not employer in the Scheme) was not 
insolvent because its assets (including the insolvent because its assets (including the 
value of the extensive pottery collection) value of the extensive pottery collection) 
exceeded its individual liabilities (including exceeded its individual liabilities (including 
its employer debt of approximately its employer debt of approximately 
££100,000).100,000).  

Unfortunately for the museum, the Unfortunately for the museum, the 
Scheme was what is called a Scheme was what is called a ““last man last man 
standingstanding” ” arrangement, meaning that any arrangement, meaning that any 
deficit left over once the insolvent deficit left over once the insolvent 
employers had paid their share of the employers had paid their share of the 
debts that followed their insolvency, debts that followed their insolvency, 
became the sole responsibility of the became the sole responsibility of the 
Museum (as, unfortunately for it, the last Museum (as, unfortunately for it, the last 
employer standing). As the trading employer standing). As the trading 
companies were insolvent, this meant that companies were insolvent, this meant that 
they could not pay their full shares of the they could not pay their full shares of the 
debts due. The Museumdebts due. The Museum’’s liability s liability 
therefore increased from therefore increased from ££100,000 to an 100,000 to an 
eye watering eye watering ££134million (approx). 134million (approx). 
Unsurprisingly, this meant that the Unsurprisingly, this meant that the 
Museum also entered administration Museum also entered administration 
because it could not meet the because it could not meet the ££134million 134million 
deficit due.deficit due.  

At this point, and with insolvency At this point, and with insolvency 
practitioners involved, the question practitioners involved, the question 
unsurprisingly became, what assets did unsurprisingly became, what assets did 
the Museum actually have that were the Museum actually have that were 
available to meet this deficit and did that available to meet this deficit and did that 
include the historical collection (including include the historical collection (including 
the pottery)? Press reports at the time the pottery)? Press reports at the time 
valued the historical collection at around valued the historical collection at around 
££15million. 15million.   

The key point, subsequently decided by The key point, subsequently decided by 
the UK Courts, was whether the collection the UK Courts, was whether the collection 
was the Museum's beneficial property and was the Museum's beneficial property and 
so available to be sold to meet insolvency so available to be sold to meet insolvency 
costs (including the pension debt), or costs (including the pension debt), or 
whether it was held on special charitable whether it was held on special charitable 
trusts and as such unavailable for trusts and as such unavailable for 
distribution upon insolvency.distribution upon insolvency.  

The V&A was gifted the collection The V&A was gifted the collection 
from the Art Fund, which is still from the Art Fund, which is still 
located in the Wedgwood Museum located in the Wedgwood Museum 
as part of the award winning World of as part of the award winning World of 
Wedgwood Experience Centre in Wedgwood Experience Centre in 
Barlaston,  Stoke on TrentBarlaston,  Stoke on Trent  

Unfortunately, the Courts decided that no Unfortunately, the Courts decided that no 
special charitable trust had been declared special charitable trust had been declared 
over the collection so it was available to be over the collection so it was available to be 
sold to meet the Museumsold to meet the Museum’’s debts.s debts.  

The problem came from the fact that The problem came from the fact that 
when the settlors gave the collection as a when the settlors gave the collection as a 
gift (at various points in time), the deeds gift (at various points in time), the deeds 
recording the terms of that gift did not recording the terms of that gift did not 
provide for it to be held by the Museum on provide for it to be held by the Museum on 
separate (or special) charitable trusts, but separate (or special) charitable trusts, but 
instead said the Museum was to be the instead said the Museum was to be the 
beneficial owner. As the judge succinctly beneficial owner. As the judge succinctly 
put it:put it:  

"This is a sad conclusion for those who are "This is a sad conclusion for those who are 
concerned to preserve a collection which concerned to preserve a collection which 
is, as everyone recognises, part of our is, as everyone recognises, part of our 
cultural heritage and of immense cultural heritage and of immense 
importance, but it is the combined result importance, but it is the combined result 
of the pension protection and insolvency of the pension protection and insolvency 
legislation. It is at least a legitimate view legislation. It is at least a legitimate view 
that the tragedy that befalls working that the tragedy that befalls working 
people when their pensions are affected people when their pensions are affected 
by insolvency is at least as great as the by insolvency is at least as great as the 
tragedy that has befallen, or may now tragedy that has befallen, or may now 
befall, the collection in this case."befall, the collection in this case."11  
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While a subsequent fundraising campaign While a subsequent fundraising campaign 
raised raised ££15.75million in order to purchase 15.75million in order to purchase 
the Wedgwood collection for the the Wedgwood collection for the 
nationnation22 the entire saga does raise wider  the entire saga does raise wider 
pension questions that potential donors of pension questions that potential donors of 
valuable arts and antiques should consider valuable arts and antiques should consider 
before they make a gift.before they make a gift.  

Should my gift be given under a 
permanent endowment/ through a 
charitable trust or as a straight 
gift? 

A permanent endowment is where an A permanent endowment is where an 
asset is passed to a charity, but with a asset is passed to a charity, but with a 
restriction that permits the charity to use restriction that permits the charity to use 
the income the asset produces but not its the income the asset produces but not its 
capital value. A special trust is property capital value. A special trust is property 
held and administered by or on behalf of a held and administered by or on behalf of a 
charity, but through a separate trust for a charity, but through a separate trust for a 
special purpose of that charity, so that the special purpose of that charity, so that the 
asset itself, never belongs to the charity.asset itself, never belongs to the charity.  

In its guidance the Charity Commission In its guidance the Charity Commission 
states that a charitable company cannot states that a charitable company cannot 
hold permanent endowment as part of its hold permanent endowment as part of its 
charitable assets but that the charity charitable assets but that the charity 
company can act as a trustee of a separate company can act as a trustee of a separate 
permanently endowed charity.permanently endowed charity.  

Therefore, if there are concerns that the Therefore, if there are concerns that the 
museum/receiving entity that will benefit museum/receiving entity that will benefit 
from the gift may be at potential risk of from the gift may be at potential risk of 
insolvency, whether through its exposure insolvency, whether through its exposure 
to pension liabilities or other financial risk, to pension liabilities or other financial risk, 
any potential donor should consider which any potential donor should consider which 
option to take, before giving the gift, in option to take, before giving the gift, in 
order to ringorder to ring--fence the donation from the fence the donation from the 
general assets of the receiving entity.general assets of the receiving entity.  

What are the risks of pension 
liabilities impacting on my gift? 

If the receiving entity participates in a If the receiving entity participates in a 
defined benefit pension arrangement, and defined benefit pension arrangement, and 
the asset will belong to the entity without the asset will belong to the entity without 
restriction or trust (so is not held under a restriction or trust (so is not held under a 
separate endowment or charitable trust), separate endowment or charitable trust), 
then that gift could be at risk in insolvency.  then that gift could be at risk in insolvency.  

Even if the receiving entity has only a small Even if the receiving entity has only a small 
pension liability, as the Wedgwood pension liability, as the Wedgwood 
Museum found out, if the pension scheme Museum found out, if the pension scheme 
is a last man standing arrangement, and is a last man standing arrangement, and 
the receiving employer is unfortunate the receiving employer is unfortunate 
enough to still be standing when the music enough to still be standing when the music 
stops, the potential financial exposure stops, the potential financial exposure 
could be material.could be material.  

Even if the receiving entity does not have a Even if the receiving entity does not have a 
defined benefit pension scheme itself, any defined benefit pension scheme itself, any 
donor needs to check whether there are donor needs to check whether there are 
any such pension schemes in the wider any such pension schemes in the wider 
receiving entity UK group. This is because receiving entity UK group. This is because 
the UK Pensions Regulator has various the UK Pensions Regulator has various 
powers under which it can pierce the powers under which it can pierce the 
corporate vail and make companies that corporate vail and make companies that 
are connected or associated with each are connected or associated with each 
other liable for each otherother liable for each other’’s UK pension s UK pension 
liabilities. If this is the case, then again, a liabilities. If this is the case, then again, a 
donor would be wise to consider the donor would be wise to consider the 
structure under which it makes its structure under which it makes its 
donation.donation.  

This article was written by Michael Jones. This article was written by Michael Jones. 
For more information please get in touch For more information please get in touch 
via via michael.jones@crsblaw.commichael.jones@crsblaw.com or or +44 (0) +44 (0)
20 7203 891720 7203 8917..  
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Somerset House, one 
year on... 
  
We were delighted to have announced 
last year our corporate sponsorship with 
Somerset House, supporting the 
Terrace Room exhibition series. But 
almost one year on, what’s been going 
on?  

Somerset House is LondonSomerset House is London’’s eighth most s eighth most 
popular visitor attraction, with more than popular visitor attraction, with more than 
three million visitors per year walking its three million visitors per year walking its 
walls to see the variety of artistic displays walls to see the variety of artistic displays 
on offer. The Charles Russell Speechlys on offer. The Charles Russell Speechlys 
Terrace Room Series has now been Terrace Room Series has now been 
running for close to a year, and has running for close to a year, and has 
welcomed hundreds of contacts and welcomed hundreds of contacts and 
clients, from the seasoned art lover to the clients, from the seasoned art lover to the 
first time visitor, to the diverse and first time visitor, to the diverse and 
creative works of living artists.creative works of living artists.  

The debut exhibition in November last The debut exhibition in November last 
year saw a colourful display of year saw a colourful display of 
contemporary cultures from Britishcontemporary cultures from British--
Moroccan artist Hassan Hajjaj, in his first UK Moroccan artist Hassan Hajjaj, in his first UK 
solo show in six years: solo show in six years: La CaravaneLa Caravane. More . More 
than 80 of our key clients and contacts than 80 of our key clients and contacts 
attended the launch, one even quoting attended the launch, one even quoting 
following the event that following the event that ““colour needs to colour needs to 
feature much more prominently in our lives feature much more prominently in our lives 
now, I think!now, I think!” ” A testimonial that we A testimonial that we 
wholeheartedly stand behind in the Arts wholeheartedly stand behind in the Arts 
team!team!  

Following the success of our launch event, Following the success of our launch event, 
our Real Estate and Construction team our Real Estate and Construction team 
were delighted to have the opportunity to were delighted to have the opportunity to 
welcome over 250 contacts and clients to welcome over 250 contacts and clients to 
view the second exhibition of the series view the second exhibition of the series 
presented by Eloise Hawser.presented by Eloise Hawser.  

    

““By the deep, by the markBy the deep, by the mark” ” took viewers on took viewers on 
a visual journey through a three a visual journey through a three 
dimensional minddimensional mind--map of sculptures, map of sculptures, 
audioaudio--visual displays, medical hardware visual displays, medical hardware 
and archival materials, all of which playfully and archival materials, all of which playfully 
suggested the parallels between suggested the parallels between 
extraordinary feats of civil engineering with extraordinary feats of civil engineering with 
the River Thames, and the complex inner the River Thames, and the complex inner 
workings of the human body.workings of the human body.  

We have been extremely proud as an Arts We have been extremely proud as an Arts 
team to have collaborated with Somerset team to have collaborated with Somerset 
House to exhibit some fantastic displays House to exhibit some fantastic displays 
over the past year and we look forward to over the past year and we look forward to 
this continuing, and hope you do too.this continuing, and hope you do too.  

    

    

    

    

    

    

    
  
    

    

    

    

    

  
  

On now 
8 June – “Print! Tearing It Up” 
Explore the history and impact of the Explore the history and impact of the 
British independent magazine scene British independent magazine scene 
today. This exhibition charts the today. This exhibition charts the 
evolution of polemic and progressive evolution of polemic and progressive 
print publications and celebrates the print publications and celebrates the 
current diverse industry of innovative current diverse industry of innovative 
independent magazines.independent magazines.  

Our team will be hosting a private Our team will be hosting a private 
view of this exhibition on 17 July. view of this exhibition on 17 July. 
Contact our events team at Contact our events team at 
events@crsblaw.comevents@crsblaw.com if you would  if you would 
like to attend!like to attend!  
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Who to contact 

If you are interested in more information 
on anything you have read in this 
newsletter, please contact the relevant 
author, your usual Charles Russell 
Speechlys contact, or alternatively:  

Suzanne Marriott 
Partner, EditorPartner, Editor  

T:T: +44 (0)20 7203 5267 +44 (0)20 7203 5267  
suzanne.marriott@crsblaw.comsuzanne.marriott@crsblaw.com    
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